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1 Precepts of Democratic Theory These reflections were written under the auspices of ARENA, a research program of the Research Council of Norway. A previous version was presented at the Boston Working Group on European Integration and Democracy, Harvard University June 15, 1999. I am grateful for all comments received at that occasion. The research is partially funded by TSER grant SOE2-CT97-3056 - EURCIT. 
The "great question", as John Locke put it, is not whether there should be political power in the world, nor whence it came, but who should have it.  For domestic institutions, these three questions of normative political theory may well be separable and ordered as Locke indicated.  However, the legitimacy of multi-level systems of governance can hardly be determined without keen regard for whether and why they should exist, and whence they arose. 
The characteristics and constraints of sovereign states have shaped the parameters for democratic answers to Locke's question.  Just domestic government must be accountable to the governed.  That is: the power to make laws and secure compliance should ultimately reside with citizens generally, securing coincidence oaf the affected and the electorate.  This general and equal distribution of political rights gives expression to the equal worth of all citizens, and is the best institutional arrangement in light of the effects both on popular will formation and for collective decision-making.  
	Theories of democracy have not only endorsed universal suffrage, but also justified more specific details.  The commonplaces are constitutionally specified procedures and constraints, including the division of legislative, executive and judicial powers; transparency; accountability of elected representatives to the electorate; and majority rule.
	The European Union is a new subject for theories of legitimacy, and poses fundamental challenges to the established concepts and principles of democratic theory.  The mere existence of the EU proves that the sovereign state cannot remain the sole focus of normative reflection.  Indeed, the very conception of sovereignty is at stake in current disputes about the proper scope and legal powers to be transferred to central European institutions, without divesting traditional member states of all powers (Jachtenfuchs 1998). European institutions are not designed to replace domestic nodes of governance, but instead turn Europe into a system of multi-level governance.
We must ask whether non-democratic modes of government may be justified to the citizens of Europe, such as has been suggested by such phrases as "post-parliamentary governance" (Andersen and Burns 1996).  In any case, the received conceptual grid of democratic theory cannot easily be brought to bear on this polity at the supra-state level.  It remains to be determined whether concepts such as the constitutional division of powers, transparency, accountability of representatives, and majority rule can play a role at all in assessing European institutions.  The role of democratic decision procedures and consent must be rethought, both for domestic and multi-level governance, to consider why and in what sense legitimate government must rest on consent of the governed.  A central issue must then be the proper scope of democratic decision procedures at the EU level. Several authors have addressed these issues, see reference list for an incomplete overview. This paper merely seeks to identify several of the challenges.
Precepts of democracy - and the EU
A necessary precondition of legitimate and accountable government is that its structure is transparent to the citizens.  Thus the opacity of the present political system of the European Union raises immediate doubts about its legitimacy. Such worries were well expressed by the American Anti-Federalists, who opposed the constitution of 1787 because vagueness and indeterminacy allows for unchecked abuse of power.
Accountability towards the citizens of Europe must be increased within more democratic European institutions.  Currently, citizens are ill equipped for well-informed assessment of their representatives, and citizens enjoy few formal mechanisms for withdrawing and replacing representatives.  Neither the European nor national Parliaments appoint commissioners or civil servants of "comitology".  The Parliament can only dismiss the entire Commission en bloc. Accountability is of course impossible when minutes are secret, and when voting rules are complex, as in the Council.  Only in Denmark and Austria is there even a semblance of indirect accountability, with national parliaments controlling national ministers.
Majority rule is sometimes said to be central to the democratic ideal (Dahl 1989Dahl, Robert1989Democracy and its Critics4449, chs. 10, 11).  Alternatives that receive the largest number of votes should prevail.  To be legitimate, majority rule must operate on the basis of informed public deliberation about the interests and alternatives available, as well as information about the candidates' performance and promises.  These procedures thus allow well-founded preference aggregation among citizens.  Furthermore, will formation is also fostered.  Public deliberation allows for the development of solidarity, a shared understanding of political culture, as well as a recognition that under majority rule among a fixed set of individuals, most members can expect to be in the majority most of the time.  
	Such assumptions are less plausible at the European level.  Conceptions of the good life and preferences generally diverge even more broadly across state borders than within them.  In addition to the opacity of EU institutions, the lack of a European public space and European political parties reduce the informational bases and range of choices.  Segments of citizens, for instance those of small states harbour reasonable fears of becoming permanent minorities under majority rule.  In addition, the proper role of states is increasingly brought to the fore in debates about majoritarian voting systems with an eye to future inclusion of several relatively small states: should decisions secure the equal influence of citizens, or of states?  
2 Multi-level Governance -- Non-unitary sovereignty 
It is important to get a good sense of the wide range of federal arrangements, so as not to block institutional creativity and political theory prematurely -- and so as to realise the perplexing challenges to democratic theory.
Federal arrangements characterised by non-unitary government are almost by definition not hierarchical: there are some powers permanently lodged with sub-units, and others with central unit, without either being able to change this allocation by ordinary legislation. This is different from a unitary government that delegates powers and administrative implementation to local authorities. 
The EU as multi-level, non-hierarchical political order
The EU appears clearly to have features of such non-hierarchical dual sovereignty, yet Member States remain Masters of the Treaties at the IGCs. They thus have the power -- if they can agree -- to reallocate competences some aspects suggest a hierarchical arrangement.
On the other hand, the European level may appear to have priority over Member States, suggesting a hierarchy from the centre. To illustrate why this is mistaken, at least from the normative perspective, consider some flaws in arguments that Community law must be superior to Member State law.
There seems to be two rampant misperceptions. A) That those issues that are legislated by the Community are the common interests of all (citizens of) Member States (e.g. Majone 1998, 23-24). B) That laws and regulations regarding these issues for this reason must be superior to the issues and legislation performed by Member States singly. Neither of these steps is obvious:  
A) Shared interests need not be European-level interests
Similar concerns are not always Community concerns, yet may be more important than Community issues. There may be important concerns shared by (citizens of) all member states, yet these concerns need not be included in the treaties. The reason is that no co-ordination at the European level is necessary or efficacious. For instance: the need for social security and old-age pensions is accepted by every Member State - and the stability of these sectors is often thought to be of paramount importance to ensure stability. Still, it is not clear that joint action by EU institutions is required except insofar as EU regulations also affect the ability of Member States to secure their obligations on these counts. Thus there is no grounds for assuming that all important concerns must be placed at the Community level.
Nevertheless, there is an assumption that the Treaty identifies the "common interest" in the sense that these interests are those that member states have in common.
B) European-level interests need not be the most important
 It is not clear that those interests that are regulated at the European level are more important than other conflicting claims. Such arguments may be plausible for those issue areas where there are prisoners' dilemmas and co-ordination problems between individual Member State interests and the common interests. However, since other interests of individuals may plausibly trump those interests handled at the European level, the claim to superiority of Community law is problematic. We cannot assume that simply because some interests are not included in the Community goals, that these interests are less important.
These misconceptions may be avoided, e.g. by flagging in the treaties, and hence to the ECJ, that Member States are authorised to exercise discretion regarding certain trade-offs between market liberalisation and other important interests of the population. This may be done by appealing to "vital national interests" or "important and stated reasons of national policy" which protects a domain of domestic sovereignty from outside intervention (1969 Luxembourg Compromise, re-emerging in the Amsterdam Treaty).
 One important challenge is of course to prevent this from becoming a loophole, undermining the intentions of a common market in the EU. 
Challenge 1: Where should competences be allocated?
One central normative issue for multi-level governance is which competences should be placed with each level. What reasons are relevant, and importantly: who should decide -- and who should have the authority to reallocate competences as circumstances change. These are important issues, partly to reduce possibility of conflicting legal claims, and hence to avoid conflicting loyalties for citizens.
Challenge 2: Democracy in Variable Geometry Politics: Opaque and Unaccountable
A Europe of variable geometry or Europe a la carte becomes especially difficult to square with standard elements of democratic theory, in particular transparency and accountability. The medieval polity of multiple, overlapping communities of shared interest may have functioned according to the criteria of legitimacy held by the population at the time. But such arrangements clearly existed at the expense of transparent and accountable government, and seem incompatible with criteria of legitimacy seeking to accommodate pluralism of conceptions of the good life, and where the 'natural' tasks of the 'natural' units are contested.
If each member state can contract in or out on issue areas according to national interest it becomes very hard to identify and check the real option set available to elected domestic and European representatives and governments, given the interplay between functional areas. Within a unitary system of governance there is still, for every issue, some place at which the buck stops: there is some identifiable office accountable for the allocation and delegation of powers, whose stories about tied hands can be checked and unmasked. 
In a Europe a la carte governments in different Member States will have different constraints within different regimes, and the skilled politician will be able to play the two-level game with even less transparency (Putnam 1988). Competing politicians or parties can only with great difficulty be held accountable in a multi-level shell game of accountability.
Such problems hinder deliberation and interest formation, thus posing extra challenges to the democratic concern that voters and politicians should shape their views in light of arguments concerning the common weal.

Challenge 3: Local Exit Possible
Two features of increased European mobility appear to challenge some fundamental assumptions and arrangements of democratic theory, possibly reducing the weight of citizens' claims to democratic decisionmaking.
A) State power is not as inescapable
Subjection to state power within any one Member State is no longer inescapable. The possibility of local exit to other European states raises an important question of when, if at all, this reduces the force of citizens' claims regarding the substantive content of the laws and regulations - "if you don't love it, leave it". May the possibility of exit warrant crucifixes in schools and other 'communitarian' elements within sub-units? Among the issues to be addressed would be what range of alternatives must be available for the average citizen for such responses to be relevant? (Daintith 1994, 155)
B) The authors of the law can avoid being its subjects.
One of the fundamental norms justifying democratic rule in the first place is that those permanently affected by social institutions should also be able to influence them according to their conception of the common good and sense of justice. Hence "no taxation without representation". Those who will not be subject to the laws, have no such claim. Thus members of a political system enjoying political rights must have a long-term commitment to it (cf. Laffan 1996: 89-90)Laffan, Brigid1996The politics of identity and polit5010. Insofar as some individuals are transient residents, they cannot claim to be unavoidably subject to the rules they impose. This is one reason why migrant workers and temporary residents are sometimes said to have less claim to participate in governance (Follesdal 1999). 
However, present residency is at best an imperfect indicator of future subjection to the law, particularly in the Union. In Europe, mobility of citizens becomes more likely -- though the likely extent of mobility remains to be seen. Union citizens enjoy rights of free movement and Union Citizenship rights, without regard to permanency of residency. Commitment to a shared future hardly seems plausible for this group, yet intra-EU movement is an intended effect of much EU legislation. 
Within a state, the similar assumption may seem less problematic. Citizens typically enjoy local voting rights regardless of whether they intend to stay in a municipality during the rest of their life, and even when there is substantial intra-state mobility. But the bundle of powers enjoyed at the municipal level is often less substantial, and subject to central regulation -- unlike in a multi-level system with by-polar federal elements. This aspect challenges traditional democratic theory in two ways: 
-	How can we ensure that the electorate apply the proper long-term perspective on voting, when we can no longer assume that the electorate themselves will be affected by these laws -- and when we are wary of requiring much in the way of substantial shared values and thick norms of citizens (Preuss 1996)? Increased travel between Member States may suggest that decisions should not made at the local level, but rather at the level within which travel is likely. 
-	The precept that those affected should make the laws may require another indicator of future subjection than past and present residency in the territory. Unless some better indicator is found, intra-European mobility may suggest that more competences should be placed at the EU level.
Challenge 4: Problems of Multiple Loyalties
The alleged need for 'European Patriotism' is a contested issue, almost as controversial as the issue of whether we can expect it to develop anytime soon. The president of the European Commission, Mr. Prodi, recently joined the ranks of those looking for "the search for a European 'soul'… how to gradually build up a shared feeling of belonging to Europe." Mr. Prodi suggests that any development of the Union institutions rest on building this shared feeling of belonging: "a strengthening of Parliament, use of the right of veto in exceptional cases and a reorganising of the Commission and its powers".
The general acceptance of these changes is said to require a shared feeling of belonging. The reason appears to be that the changes and future compliance with these institutions requires that they are generally accepted, i.e. that they are socially legitimates. This requires in turn that each citizen believe that others accept the institutions as binding on conduct (cf. Follesdal 2000). 
The cries for patriotism and common feeling stem from the need for trust and stability, and we are led to hold that trust is required among all those contributing to maintaining European practices of importance for others. This goes beyond those who contribute to the economic Gross European Product. The normatively interesting criterion for inclusion is not contribution, but impact. Trust is not only a matter of changing consumers into citizens, but of ensuring that European citizens see each other as such, rather than merely as competitors in the market place.
At least three challenges to European Patriotism may be noted, which hinge on the perpetuation of a multi-level system of governance. 
1 Can we get there?
Several have been concerned about the lack of a European public sphere, the lack of a common language, and the lack of a pre-existing European People. Indeed, the areas important for creating common values are placed (intentionally?) at domestic level, and might be kept there - (Scharpf 1996, 36): Education, culture, media, social welfare, health care and industrial relations.  These hinders, insofar as they are hinders, do not seem permanent.
2 Multiple loyalties
Patriotism to one's own state and to Europe may appear to some as bigamy. There is at least a question of stability under divided sovereignty.  Dilemmas when individuals share some interests with others in the sub-unit, and share other interests with others in the federation -- and when these interests conflict. Thus Preuss holds that dual citizenship may weaken bonds of Europeans to their own state (Preuss 1996).
Many federations have suffered from, and addressed, these tensions. Several strategies can accommodate such non-unitary systems of government - e.g. strict hierarchies, demarcated competence catalogues, or an operationalised and precise Principle of Subsidiarity (Follesdal 1998). Thus the problem of conflicting loyalties may be reduced if the competences are divided, or if there are mechanisms for addressing and resolving such conflicts. The interests of fellow sub-unit members must be given proper priority in some areas, competences may be firmly placed within either Member State or at the Community level, and conflicts settled for instance by a constitutional court (cf. Weiler). Whether such an allocation of powers can be achieved, and whether it is stable over time, remains to be seen. 
3 Redistributive institutions requires more than European Patriotism can provide 
The anaemic version of patriotism that seems permissible at the European level seems too thin to bear the burden of redistribution.  Some thick notion of common nationality seems required, but this theoretically at odds both with liberal normative arguments, and potentially at odds with the bonds tying citizens to their own state in some European Member States.  
However, existing nation states are usually too large to foster empathy and sympathetic concern for the weal of all others (Calhoun 1996, 3). Alternative justifications of equal respect and full citizenship -- as well as welfare rights -- are required also within existing polities (Goodin 1988, 78). 
Furthermore, normative theories would support the willingness of individuals to honour others' legitimate expectation, with a shared conception of justice uniting them. One relevant element in such arguments for 'thicker' commitments to fellow Europeans is their common compliance with the social institutions, and hence the reciprocal dependence of all who live under the shared practices. Within the EU, with reduced ability of domestic governments to buffer their citizens from external market forces, and with a common currency, individuals can come to see themselves as participants in a joint scheme of co-operation which rests on the willing compliance of all.
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